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Abstract 

A nanocrystalline NiTi alloy with average grain size of 16 nm was acquired by 

cold drawing and annealing. The effect of plastic deformation on stress-induced 

martensitic transformation of the nanocrystalline NiTi alloy was investigated by the 

thermochemical cycle tests. The results reveal that the nanocrystalline NiTi alloy 

experiences plastic deformation during the tensile loading process. The plastic 

deformed nanocrystalline NiTi alloy keeps the Lüders-type deformation, which is 

different from the coarse-grained and ultrafine-grained NiTi alloys. 

Keywords: Nanocrystalline NiTi alloy; Plastic deformation; Lüders-type deformation; 

Martensitic transformation; Flow stress 
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Abstract 

A nanocrystalline NiTi alloy with average grain size of 16 nm was acquired by 

cold drawing and annealing. The effect of plastic deformation on stress-induced 

martensitic transformation of the nanocrystalline NiTi alloy was investigated by the 

tension loading-unloading and heating-cooling cyclic tests. The results reveal that the 

nanocrystalline NiTi alloy experiences plastic deformation during the tensile loading 

process. The plastically deformed nanocrystalline NiTi alloy keeps the Lüders-type 

deformation, which is different from the coarse-grained and ultrafine-grained NiTi 

alloys. 

Keywords: Nanocrystalline NiTi alloy; Plastic deformation; Lüders-type deformation; 

Martensitic transformation; Flow stress 

Introduction 

In recent years, nanocrystalline NiTi shape memory alloys have attracted 

considerable attention of materials scientists[1–7]. The characteristics of 

thermally-induced martensitic transformations were studied by Waitz et al and the 

critical grain size of thermally-induced transformation in nanocrystalline NiTi alloys 

was analyzed using in-situ TEM[1–3]. From their results, it was proposed that 

nanocrystalline NiTi alloy has a smallest grain size of about 50 nm and 15 nm for 

B2/R→B19’and B2→R transformation, respectively [1–3]. The characteristics of 

stress-induced martensitic transformations, especially stress hysteresis of 

nanocrystalline NiTi alloy, were also studied by researchers [4–7]. The stress 

hysteresis was found to decrease with decreasing grain size in nanocrystalline NiTi 

alloys, which is closely related to the austenite/martensite phase interfacial energy 
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when transformed incompletely [4,5]. Some similar results were acquired by Zhang et 

al by molecular dynamics simulation [6]. They found that the stress hysteresis 

decreases with decreasing sample size in nanoscaled-NiTi, which related to the 

surface energy of the samples [6]. Different from these results, the stress hysteresis of 

nanocrystalline NiTi alloy, which experiences complete martensitic transformation, 

was found to increase with decreasing grain size [7]. All the results reviewed above 

support that nanocrystalline NiTi alloys experience different characteristics of both 

thermally-induced and stress-induced martensitic transformations compared to their 

large-grain counterparts. 

The effect of plastic deformation on martensitic transformations of 

coarser-grained and ultrafine-grained NiTi alloys has been studied by many 

researchers [8–14]. The generation and storage of dislocations can significantly affect 

the transformation characteristics of the coarser-grained and ultrafine-grained NiTi 

alloys [8–14].In the recent years, the research shows that, the deformation 

mechanisms of nanocrystalline materials are radically different from conventional 

coarser-grained materials, as plasticity at the nanoscale maybe mediated mostly by 

grain-boundary deformation processes [15–22]. In nanocrystalline metals or alloys, 

full dislocations are difficult to generate or slide, the dominant plastic mechanism 

tends to the slide of partial dislocations and the deformation of grain boundary 

[15–26]. Besides, the extremely small grain size makes the nanocrystalline materials 

difficult to store dislocations [16–26].It is meaningful that whetherthis effect of 

dislocations on the martensitic transformation characteristics is compatible with the 
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nanocrystalline NiTi alloys. In this paper, effect of plastic deformation on martensitic 

transformation of nanocrystalline NiTi alloy was studied by tensile testing, differential 

scanning calorimeter (DSC) experiment and transmission electron microscopy(TEM) 

observation. The dislocation movement and grain boundary deformation were 

discussed, which may affect the shape of stress-strain curves of the nanocrystalline 

NiTi alloys [8–14,27]. 

Experimentalprocedures 

A near-equiatomic NiTi alloy wire of 1.0 mm in diameter with a nominal 

composition of Ni–49.8at%Ti was acquired from the General Research Institute for 

Non-Ferrous Metals, China. The wire was annealed at 750 ˚C for 90 s followed by air 

cooling and then cold drawn into diameter of 0.55 mm. The samples cut from the 

cold-drawn wire were annealed in air at 350 ˚C for 0.6 ks. The tensile tests were 

carried out using a WDT II-20 type tensile machine using a tensile speed of about 

2.5%/min at room temperature. The flow stress for martensitic transformation was 

acquired by calculating the average value of the upper platform stress in the 

stress-strain curves. The DSC experiments of the samples before and after tensile 

deformation were carried out using DSC Q20 (TA Instrument) thermal analyzer in a 

nitrogen atmosphere. Samples (before and after tensile deformation) used for TEM 

observation were mechanically polished and then ion milled using a Gatan PIPS. The 

TEM observation was carried out using a FEI Tecnai F20 (operating at 200 kV) 

equipped with a Gatan slow scan CCD camera. 
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Results and discussion 

Fig. 1 shows the grain size analysis of the 350 ˚C annealed sample using TEM 

method. Fig. 1(a) and (b) show the TEM bright field image and the corresponding 

selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern. From the bright field image, it is 

seen that small grains distributed uniformly in the annealed sample. From the indexes 

in Fig. 3(b), it can be seen that the diffraction rings all belong to R phase. Fig. 1(c) is 

the grain size distribution by measuring 200 grains of the annealed sample. It is 

shown that most grains are smaller than 25 nm and the average grain size is about 16 

nm.  

Fig. 2 is the results of tensile test and DSC analysis of the nanocrystalline NiTi 

alloy. Fig. 2(a) shows the 16% tensile stress-strain curve and the DSC analysis of the 

samples before and after deformation. From the tensile stress-strain curve, it can be 

seen that the sample experiences two stages yielding upon loading. It is proposed that 

the first yielding corresponds to an R-phase orientation and the second yielding 

corresponds to a martensitic transformation. The unloading curve is near-linear and 

the residual strain is about 11.3% after unloading, which indicates that the reverse 

martensitic transformation doesn’t proceed. The DSC analysis in the inset of Fig. 2(a) 

shows transformation characteristics of the samples before and after deformation. It 

can be seen that the as-annealed sample experiences a reversible phase transformation 

upon heating-cooling cycle at the temperature range of 0~100 ˚C. The temperature 

hysteresis of the transformation is about 6 ˚C, which indicates that the sample 

experiences a B2↔R transformation. The red curve shows the transformation 
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behavior of the deformed sample upon heating. It can be seen that the red curve 

exhibits two endothermic peaks. Similar to the result reported recently [28], we can 

propose that the deformed sample experiences a two-stage B19’→B2 transformation 

upon heating.  

Fig. 2(b) shows the results of cyclic tests of the nanocrystalline NiTi alloy. Here, 

the sample experiences 6 cycles. In each cycle, the sample experiences a tensile 

loading-unloading test followed by a heating-cooling process. The heating 

temperature is about 120 ˚C, which insure the martensitic phase inverse transformed 

completely. Then, the sample was cooled to room temperature in air, waiting for the 

next cycle. From the tensile loading-unloading curves, it is seen that the samples do 

not experience the early yielding process that corresponds to the R-phase orientation 

at the cycles 2–6. We propose that internal stress induces R-phase reorientation after 

the cycle 1, which results in the absence of the early yield in the following cycles. The 

black curve in Fig. 2(c) shows the relationship between flow stress for martensitic 

transformation and the cycle number. The flow stress decreases with increasing of the 

cycle times and the flow stress of the cycle 5 (287 MPa) is much close to that of the 

cycle 6 (286 MPa). The decrease of flow stress after the cycles indicates that the 

nanocrystalline NiTi alloy experiences plastic deformation during loading 

[8–10,27].The inset of Fig. 2(c) shows the schematic of dissipated energy for plastic 

deformation of the cycle n (  
 ). The gray area indicates the total dissipated energy 

     of the cycle n-1. The blue area indicates the dissipated energy difference 

(       ) between the cycle n and n-1. We propose that the dissipated energy 
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difference         indicates the dissipated energy for irreversible deformation, 

which corresponds to the dissipated energy for plastic deformation (  
 ). The red 

curve in Fig. 2(c) is the evolution of   
  during loading with the cycle number. From 

the red curve, it can be seen that   
  is about 46.6 MJ/m

3
, which indicates that 

significantly plastic deformation occurs during the 1st loading cycle. The dissipated 

energy for plastic deformation    decreases with the increasing of the cycle number, 

which indicates that plastic deformation decreases with the increasing cycle number. 

The dissipated energy   
  is about 0.4 MJ/m

3
, which indicates that few plastic 

deformation occurs during the cycle 5. 

All the results described above support that nanocrystalline NiTi alloy 

experiences plastic deformation during the tensile loading process, and after 4 cycles, 

few plastic deformation occurs and the tensile curve keep stable. As the results 

reported before [8–10, 27], when tension with a large strain (larger than 10%), the 

plastic processes change the deformation modes from localized to homogeneous at the 

2nd or 3rd cycle in the ultra-fine grained and coarse-grained NiTi alloys. It was 

proposed that the accumulation of dislocation defects in the NiTi alloys induces the 

homogeneous deformation mode [8–10]. Besides, the effect of redistribution of the 

internal stress, which induces the accumulation of defects and residual martensite was 

also proposed [27]. The TEM results reported by Delville et al. [8] show that 

dislocations generated and accumulated in the deformed ultra-fine grained and 

coarse-grained NiTi alloys. Some in-situ electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) 

analysis reported by Mao et al. [29,30] also suggest that plastic deformation inhibits 
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the Lüders-type martensitic transformation in coarse-grained NiTi alloys. Their results 

show that martensitic traces, a typical character of plastic deformation, exist inside 

coarse grains of NiTi alloys after unloading [29,30]. High density defects in the 

martensitic traces will inhibit the cooperative-collective effect among grains and the 

Lüders-type martensitic transformation [29,30]. Here, different from the NiTi alloys 

with larger grains [8–10], we can see that the stress-strain curves of the 

nanocrystalline NiTi alloy exhibit stress plateaus during the loading processes at all of 

the cycles, which indicates a Lüders-type deformation. Fig. 3 shows the 

microstructure analysis of the nanocrystalline NiTi alloy after one cyclic test with 16% 

strain. Fig. 3(a) is the TEM bright field image of the sample. By contrast to the bright 

field image in Fig. 1(a), we can see that the samples before and after the cyclic test 

have the same microstructure. The corresponding SAED pattern in Fig. 3(b) shows 

the R-phase diffraction rings, which are same to that of the as-annealed sample shown 

in Fig. 1(a). No martensitic diffraction ring was found in the SAED pattern, which 

indicates that there is no residual martensite existed in the cycled sample. In order to 

investigate the microstructure of the cycled sample, we have observed several grains 

by high resolution TEM (HRTEM) method. Fig. 3(c) and (d) show the high resolution 

TEM (HRTEM) images of two grains of the cycled sample. From the HRTEM images 

we can see that there is no dislocation and no residual martensite phase in the 

nanograins after the tension cycle, which is different from the microstructures of the 

ultrafine-grained and coarse-grained NiTi alloys after deformation [8,27]. This result 

suggests that, in nanocrystalline NiTi alloy, dislocations do not accumulate in the 
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nanograins during tension loading-unloading process, which lead the cycled 

nanocrystalline NiTi alloy experiences a Lüders-type deformation during loading. 

This explanation is consistent with the theory reported recently, which proposes that 

dislocations nucleate at one side of the grain, traverse the grain, and then disappear 

into the grain boundaries on the opposing side, such that no dislocation is left in 

nanocrystalline metals or alloys [16–26].  

However, it is hard to explain why the flow stress decreases with the increasing 

cycle number, when there is no dislocation and no residual martensite phase left in the 

nanograins. As was reported recently [31,32], a similar result was observed in a NiTi 

alloy with mixed grain sizes. Three deformation mechanisms on transforming related 

to the generation of dislocations were proposed [31,32]: (i) Facilitating the formation 

and growth of the martensite. (ii) Providing the mechanisms for grain shape 

accommodation. (iii) Providing the plastic work for the accommodation of the 

non-transforming precipitates in the martensite matrix. Here, in the NiTi alloys, 

precipitate was not found. We propose that the traverse slide of dislocations changes 

the shape and orientation of the nanograins, which will facilitate the formation and 

growth of the martensite and provide the mechanisms for grain shape accommodation 

on martensitic transforming, and then reduces the transformation stress. Besides, in 

the nanocrystalline metals and alloys, it is proposed that, the plastic deformation of 

grain boundary (including grain boundary sliding, grain boundary diffusion and grain 

rotation) occurs especially in the grains smaller than 50 nm [16–26]. We deduce that 

the plastic deformation of grain boundary may occur in nanocrystalline NiTi alloy 
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during tension to a high strain (16%). When the inverse transformation occurs during 

the heating process, the plastically deformed grain boundaries impede the axial shrink 

of the nanograins. The nanograins bear tensile internal stress after the heating process. 

Therefore, the cycled sample needs a lower flow stress to induce the martensitic 

transformation.  

Conclusions 

Effect of plastic deformation on the stress-induced martensitic transformation of 

nanocrystalline NiTi alloy with an average grain size of 16 nm was investigated by 

the tension loading-unloading and heating-cooling cyclic tests. The results show that 

the flow stress and dissipated energy decrease with the increasing cycle number, 

which suggest that the sample experiences plastic deformation. The plastically 

deformed sample keeps the Lüders-type deformation, which is different from the 

coarse-grained and ultrafine-grained NiTi alloys. The microstructure analysis supports 

that dislocations do not accumulate in the nanograins during tension 

loading-unloading process. The traverse slide of dislocations across the nanograins 

was proposed in the plastic deformation process, which in turn will facilitate the 

formation and growth of the martensite and provide the mechanisms for grain shape 

accommodation on martensitic transforming, and then reduces the transformation 

stress. Besides, the plastic deformation of grain boundaries may occur during tension 

to a high strain (16%), which will reduce the transformation stress. 
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Figure caption 

Fig. 1.The microstructure analysis of the 350 ˚C annealed NiTi alloy, (a) TEM 

Bright-field image; (b) SAED pattern and (c) grain size distribution. 

 

Fig. 2.Results of the tensile test and DSC analysis of the nanocrystalline NiTi alloy, (a) 

the 16% tensile stress-strain curve and the DSC analysis of the samples before and 

after deformation; (b) the results of cyclic tests of the nanocrystalline NiTi alloy, the 

sample experiences a tensile loading-unloading test followed by a heating-cooling 

process in each cycle; (c) the evolution of the flow stress and dissipated energy for 

plastic deformation (  
 ) with the cycle number. 

 

Fig. 3. The microstructure analysis of the nanocrystalline NiTi alloy after one cycle 

with 16% strain, (a) the TEM bright field image; (b) the corresponding SAED pattern 

of (a); (c) and (d) the HRTEM images of two nanograins. 
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Fig. 3 
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Highlights 

 

The nanocrystalline NiTi alloy experiences plastic deformation during the tensile 

loading process. 

The plastically deformed nanocrystalline NiTi keeps Lüders-type deformation, which 

is different from the coarse-grained NiTi alloys. 

Few dislocations left in the nanograins of nanocrystalline NiTi alloy after the tension 

test. 
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